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Message from CEO
PCHS to initiate Reopeing Phase
The year 2020 has been very unpredictable and after almost a quarter of lockdown PCHS is
ready for reopening. We are receiving a mixed response from staff who are suggesting a gradual reopening as well as hesitant of a second surge of cases.

PCHS management is working on a plan to reopen safely and ensure all measures of physical
distancing in place. The reopening of the agency shall happen in the following stages:

Stage One
There will be no walk in clients for any of the services. The clients will have to take pre appointments and maintain social distance in order to ensure the safety of both staff and clients. The
office is also being physically restructured and renovated to observe more safety and distance.
There will be no group programs in the first stage. Deep and thorough sanitizing of the office
will be done every day to make sure that surface are safe and clean.

Stage Two
This stage will also witness no walk in clients. The office will be retrofitted offices to bring in
more clients. In order to ensure safety no group programs will be conducted and every day
cleaning measures will be in place.

Stage Three
Similarly the stage three will also witness no walk-ins.

Stage Four
As we will move to stage four and there I no outbreak of more cases we hope
to start face to face counselling and drop in clients.

PCHS acknowledges and will follow Public Health and Ministry guidelines for
social distancing and protective equipment will be followed during all the stages.

Mental Health Issues
Compound Impact on
Immigrants
» Tazeen Inam

,,

Data suggests that immigrants have been disproportionately affected by
the pandemic, a phenomenon that also manifests itself through higher
incidence of mental health issues.

While the pandemic continues

of the Mental Health Team at

to wreak havoc, the mental

Punjabi Community Health Ser-

“Human touch is the best reme-

health crisis among immigrants

vices in Brampton, shared the

dy for mental health issues and

has increased. Experts sug-

story of a client who died of a

the clients who need thera-

gest more education is vital if

heart attack after lapsing back

peutic relationships are badly

immigrant communities are to

into addiction. The client was

affected,” said Anwar.

become less vulnerable to this

an immigrant whose struggles

particular illness.

to settle in Canada were multi-

Anwar stated that the client

plied by social isolation during

had a history of alcohol de-

COVID-19.

pendence, sexual abuse, and

Mudassara Anwar, Supervisor
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a troubled marriage. With re-

affecting new and settled

February to April fell more than

straining orders placed on him,

immigrants equally

it did for the Canadian born.

he could only meet his children

Besides relationship issues, job

Thus, leading to higher levels of

twice a month in a public place,

loss or financial crises are the

anxiety in that demographic.

under supervision. Due to the

main factors causing mental

pandemic, he lost what little

health issues, mostly among

Counsellors like Shamyle Khan

contact he had. He was unable

heads of households.

at Naseeha Youth Helpline deal

to hug his children and virtual

with diverse clients. The stigma

meetings were not the same.

In Mississauga, Summayah

of mental health is generally

He soon developed anxiety and

Poonah, Head of Operations

greater among immigrants,

resorted to alcohol abuse.

at Naseeha, a mental health

compounded by instances of

hotline, stated that women are

child abuse, domestic violence,

Anwar added, “Before the

more likely to seek support. She

suicide, and addiction. Isolation

pandemic, he was showing

explained that financial stress

is a trigger, particularly among

improvement, working on his

for men manifests in unhealthy

youth.

,,

“Human touch is the best remedy for mental health issues and the clients
who need therapeutic relationships are badly affected”
-Mudassara Anwar

addiction and mental health

behaviour which affects their

issues but couldn’t handle the

families.

isolation that the pandemic
brought with it.”

“Taking away the support of
social interaction or getting out

According to stats by Naseeha,

of the house for eight hours a

the highest number of calls

day, was actually a shift in their

According to various studies,

received between March and

environment and amplified

human touch signals safety,

August 2020 were for psycho-

underlying relationship [issues]

trust, and calms cardiovascular

logical and relationship sup-

with the parent,” said Khan.

stress. 20 seconds of physical

port, and anxiety.

affection such as hugging is

Rise in suicidal thoughts

enough to trigger the release of
oxytocin, the love hormone.

Mental health issues

According to Stats Canada,
employment among recent and

Peel region was the worst hit

established immigrants during

during COVID-19, resulting in
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its rise of mental health emer-

number of cases.

gencies.

rise from 30 – 40 calls a month
to 350 – 400 calls since March.

Khan believes that helpline supAnwar stated their department

port is efficient, “Some issues

Zena Chaudhry, CEO of Sakeen-

normally deals with 10-15

need one-time interaction and

ah Homes, stated the biggest

clients a day, but when the pan-

others can be tackled at the

challenge was not being able to

demic reached its peak in May,

initial stages of reminders and

take all the calls coming in.

that number rose to 30 or more.

following protocols to step back

A service that has seen a spike

before indulging in severe or

“For every call that is picked up

complex behaviours,” said Khan.

there are five other calls that

in clients is virtual therapy. This

were waiting to be picked up,”

can be a challenge but for Na-

Sakeenah Homes, who offer

said Chaudhry.

seeha, however virtual commu-

shelters for Muslim women,

nication and webinars are the

has also witnessed a spike in

With social distancing within

best tools to serve the rising

demand. They’ve seen a steep

shelters an issue, Nazish Tayab,

Shamyle Khan of Naseeha, facilitating a seminar on Suicide Prevention for the Afghan Community. 			

Photo Credit: Mohammad Ali

According to stats by Naseeha, the highest number of calls received
between March and August 2020 were for psychological and relationship support, and anxiety.

29+23+15121367A

• Spiritual & Pyschological		

29.29%

• Relationships			

25.42%

• Anxiety & Depression		

14.86%

• Physical Health			

1.23%

• Social Services			

1.67%

• Crisis				

2.64%

• Addictions			

2.81%

• Societal Pressures		

4.49%

• Referred Caller To		

5.89%

• Others				11..70

D a t a o n c a l l s re c e i ve d b y N a s e e h a .

Manager Housing at Sakeenah

husband and in-laws. Before

With Brampton having the

Homes, appreciated the Motel

COVID-19 she decided to

highest number and limited

and Hotel program, where the

move to the U.S. With borders

capacity, resources, and fund-

clients were accommodated and

shutting down, she was asked

ing, outreach to the commu-

quarantined. The organization

to turn back. She arrived at

nity in terms of education and

has collaborated with hotels

Sakeenah Homes for shelter but

information is vital. While the

and motels where clients with

was instead referred to a motel,

pandemic curve may flatten,

immediate needs are sent on a

but she refused to be alone. She

the mental health crisis may

temporary basis.

eventually ended up staying

go on much longer. The Cana-

with her mother.

dian Mental Health Associa-

However, quarantine poses its

tion-CAMH is reporting a rise

own risks. She shared the story

Experts stress the need for

in suicidal thoughts during the

of a permanent resident who

continued awareness and

pandemic.

was physically abused by her

education.
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Benefits of an Electric Hospital
Bed for Seniors
» Shalini Madhav

An electric hospital bed is a

prominent benefits of electric

tion, they can help you find relief

type of special bed that features

hospital beds.

from your arthritis pain or other

multiple hinges. Therefore, you

degenerative pain conditions

can recline it at different angles

PAIN RELIEF

and disorders.

based on your needs. Although

An adjustable bed is an ideal

Apart from this, these units can

they are designed for hospitals,

choice for you if you are suf-

help you find relief from your

they can also be found in a lot

fering from shoulder problems,

inflammation. So, pain relief is

of homes. In this article, we are

cramps, or arthritis pain. Since

one of the main benefits of these

going to take a look at some

you can adjust them to any posi-

products.
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MORE COMFORTABLE

INDEPENDENCE

ACCESSORIES

Since these beds can be reclined

The majority of electric beds

Today's electric beds allow you

in various positions, you can

are designed in a way that you

to use a lot of accessories. For

make them comfortable based

can adjust each half of the unit.

example, they come with mul-

on your needs. And the great

Usually, the bed can be adjusted

tiple USB charges in order to

thing is that you can adjust the

in order to raise or lower each

allow you to charge your phones

bed without getting out of it. All

side. Therefore, there will be no

and tablets without leaving

you need to do is use the re-

need to disturb the other person

your bed. If you work from the

mote control to make necessary

lying beside you. So, you have

comfort of your bed, this can

adjustments.

the liberty to go for any angle

be a great convenience for you.

you desire.

Aside from this, these beds can

CONVENIENCE

be an ideal choice if you run your

With the help of an electric bad,

LOW MAINTENANCE

business through mobile appli-

you can enjoy the highest level

Unlike a regular bed, these units

cations.

of convenience. As a result, you

don't require a lot of mainte-

can eat your breakfast, breast-

nance. Therefore, you don't need

ELIMINATE SNORING

feed your child, read a book,

to pump air, change water, or

People tend to snore when they

watch TV, and play video games

apply grease on a regular basis.

sleep upside down. The exces-

while sitting in your bed. Unlike

Assembling the bad will be a

sive pressure on their windpipes

regular beds, this type of unit is

piece of cake. Plus, with the help

causes them to snore. If you have

a lot more convenient.

of the remote control, you can

an electric bad, your windpipe

configure the whole unit as per

doesn't tolerate a lot of weight.

your needs.

Therefore, you can breathe with-

PROMOTES INTIMACY
With this type of unit, you can

out any problem and without

spend quality time with your

disturbing your partner.

partner. You can enjoy different
positions without looking for a
pillow. As a result, your bedroom
life will be much more interesting. All of this can strengthen
your relationship with your
partner.

Source: https://bit.ly/32WCrP8
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Youth Day Webinar
Organized
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P

CHS organised a webi-

two incredible employees

nar on “Youth4Action

Komel Sandha, Peer

in Peel” to commemorate

support coordinator

International Youth Day-

and Manvir Bhangu,

2020 on August 12, 2020.

Manager of Oper-

T

ations as well as
his year theme of In-

founder of Laadliyan

ternational Youth Day

(non-profit organi-

2020 by United Nations

sation that inspires &

was “Youth Engagement

empower South-Asian

for Global Action” which

girls and women) who

seeks to highlight the

shared their immense

the

ways in which the engage-

volunteer experience and

community. Specifically,

ment of young people at

resources for the youth and

in terms of life skills that

the local, national and

the journey of staring a

they can build for them-

global levels is enriching

non-profit respectively.

selves, and how they can

national and multilateral
institutions and processes,
as well as draw lessons on
how their representation

I

pave a pathway for self
t was enlightening to
witness the incredible

experiences our esteemed

growth.

A

fter listening to the

and engagement in formal

speakers had brought

institutional politics can

forth and shared. It defi-

be significantly enhanced.

nitely left many motivated

was a question and answer

With an objective to ad-

and optimistic towards

period where members

dress this year theme, the

doing the same for their

shared their enthusiasm

webinar focussed on Youth

community in their own

towards the stories and

Engagement at local/com-

individual unique way.

experiences, by getting

munity level.

A

t PCHS we were fortunate enough to have

T

diverse experiences

of the presenters, there

themselves on board to
he discussions that

establish an incredible

afternoon, focused on

volunteering journey on

how youth can engage with

their own.

COVID-19,
PCHS &
Seniors
W

orking closely with

risk of the virus, they are stuck

the week and see the progress

seniors has been a

at home. cannot go outside,

during the groups as well as

great experience. COVID-19 has

avoid ordering from outside. No

follow up calls in regards to their

greatly impacted seniors in both

groups due to pandemic means

health.

negative and positive ways. It

no social life for the seniors.

has changed the lives of seniors
completely from their living
lifestyles before.

S

ome seniors miss their
active yoga classes, meet-

I

asked my clients to download
some apps like google meet,

walks. Cisco which will help

ing grandchildren and children,

them stay connected to the fami-

ven after being alone at

meeting friends in person and

ly and friends virtually as well as

home before the pandemic,

are on house arrest instead. This

keep them fit in terms of phys-

seniors used to enjoy going to

has impacted them negatively

ical health. Some seniors have

picnics occasionally, meeting

mentally and physically. Some

hobbies like painting, organizing.

weekly at the groups. having

seniors feel isolated, lonely and

reading which I suggest they do

their favorite foods from their

disconnected from the world at

more often now and share what

favorite restaurants and many

the moment. In order for them

they did each week. This helps

more. Compared to that now

to not feel that. my goals are to

them stay distracted and not

when seniors are at the most

keep them engaged throughout

feel depressed.

E
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Registration Links:
Session 01: https://bit.ly/2YrsoQB		
Session 03: https://bit.ly/2EoXPE3		
Session 05: https://bit.ly/2YqJMVB		

Session 02: https://bit.ly/34nfIhB
Session 04: https://bit.ly/32jdmgO
Session 06: https://bit.ly/31k9soL
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The Power of a Moment
A Short Story
» Niti Krishnakumar

,,

"Hey Moment, can we talk?" Oak asked. "Not now... I am on an errand," said Moment
grimly. "I have a challenging task for you," he said, "I wonder if you can do it," he
smirked. "What's the task you want me to do?" The moment asked.

There stood an Oak overlooking

Oak asked. "Not now... I am on

that mountain... I have been

the mountains. The cows grazed

an errand," said Moment grimly.

overlooking these mountains

on the pastures from dawn to

"I have a challenging task for

and have seen so much hard-

dusk. Life was beautiful.

you," he said, "I wonder if you

ness there - neither the sun nor

can do it," he smirked.

the water nor the wind have

He had just woken up when he

"What's the task you want me

been able to soften it."

saw Moment passing by.

to do?"

"Is it too strong even for me;

"Hey Moment, can we talk?"

"It's right there on the top of

for who can withstand me? I am
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patient and always on the move.

to keep us warm," chirped the

Banging on the rock with a

I'll take up the new assignment,"

husband as they finally reached

knife and breaking some pieces,

boasted Moment.

the top of the mountain.

"Here cook these, they'll taste

"Come on and warm yourself

just fine."

"Oh dear, I have stood here

up."

"No, I have a better idea."

for ages and I haven't seen a

"Oh dear, so warm and nice,"

And she pelted some rocks at

thing move on the top. It shines

said the wife.

him.

brightest and it rains hardest

"Take a drink... it was a long

And he gathered some more

too. The wind can blow off my

climb."

and soon there was quite a dent

top but not that of the moun-

"Yes it was. What's next?" she

at the top of the mountain and

tain," warned Oak.

asked.

the couple ran away one in hot

"Get some rest."

pursuit of the other.

"OK I'll do my bit and let's see

"And lunch?"

what you have to say," said

"That's later."

Moment.

"Oh no," said Oak. Was it this
easy for Moment?"

"Are you sure you are up to the

"I am already hungry."

When Moment came by, it said,

challenge?" mocked Oak.

"Don't tell me... you make some-

"Job done."

"Of course, no challenge is too

thing," said the husband.

"Not really, there is a dent all

big for me," maintained Mo-

"There is nothing here to cook."

right. But it is still hard at the

ment. So off it went looking for

"Oh, you should have thought

top."

a way to meet the challenge

about it. There is already a

"When the rain water stays in

head-on.

fire... what else do you need?"

the dent, it will make the dent

he raised his voice.

larger until the rock eventually

It went to a newly married
couple first.

breaks into tiny pieces called
"I need stuff to cook," demand-

sand - it's a small matter for

ed the wife.

Time, my elder brother," it gri-

Suddenly they woke up in the

"Take the clothes," said the

maced. "I told you I am patient

morning wanting to go on an

husband.

and always on the move, haha. I

expedition.

"What can I do with clothes?"

have power to achieve great re-

"Wear them of course."

sults," and Moment flitted past.

"It will be fun," they said to each

"And what should I cook?"

other as they packed their bags

"Cook doughnuts; we still have

Takeaway: If your miracle takes

and set off in their car.

them, don't we?" he yelled.

a while, don't quit. When it is the

"You are such a fool to not think

right moment, your miracle will

about food."

manifest.

"Hey look, there's a fire already

Source: https://bit.ly/2EVnTaG
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CRITICAL THINKING

Is Humanities Existence Under Threat
From The Collective Unconscious?
» Oliver JR Cooper

O

nce something has been

doesn't mean that it will have

to join the dots, so to speak.

pushed out of someone's

left their being.

Due to how much time will

conscious mind, it can seem as

have passed and what actually

though it has disappeared. This

Two Parts

takes place, it can appear to be

could be something that takes

It will now be found in their un-

completely unrelated.

place in a very short period

conscious mind/body and from

of time or it could take a little

here, it will have an impact on

One Step Back

while longer.

their life. However, this is not

But, if someone believes that

to say that it will have an im-

what they push out of their

At one moment in time, then,

pact on their life straight away

conscious mind has disap-

it will have been there and

as it could take a little while to

peared, why would they believe

in the next, it will have gone;

exert its influence.

that it would have an impact

or so it will seem. Of course,

on their life anyway? Also, they

just because their conscious

When it does exert its influ-

can see themselves as nothing

mind will have lost touch with

ence on their life, there is the

more than an observer of their

something, whatever it was, it

chance that they won't be able

reality.
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As a result, what they have

they were taught about the im-

something that won't be picked

disconnected from will shape

pact that their inner world has

up by the naked eye but it is

their reality but this won't be

on their outer world or given

something that exists never-

something that they are aware

the guidance that they needed

theless.

of. If what they have lost touch

to understand themselves. Af-

with causes them to experi-

ter this, they would have gone

A Combined effort

ence something 'negative', they

into a world that is primarily

So, just as the baggage that is

could see themselves as being

focused on the external.

held in someone's own uncon-

'unlucky'.

scious will have an impact on
Considering this, there is no

their own life, what is held in

Self-Victimisation

reason why they would experi-

the collective unconscious will

After something like this has

ence life in any other way. This

have an impact on countries

happed a few times, they

means that there are going to

and the planet as a whole.

could end up feeling angry and

plenty of other people on this

What manifests in the external

frustrated, and it could seem

earth that have a very similar

world will largely be fuelled by

as if someone or something

experience, with them pushing

what is held in the depths of

'out there' is against them and

parts of themselves out of their

millions and millions of peo-

wants them to suffer. Unless

conscious mind and into their

ple's beings.

they go within and deal with

unconscious mind/body and

what is behind the external

being victimised by those parts

Once it has manifested, it will

manifestation, the same thing

of themselves.

mainly be seen as something

will probably continue to occur.

that is happening to human-

A Build-Up

ity as opposed to something

Looking at this from the

If someone has been doing this

that humanity has collectively

outside, it could be said that

their whole life, it is highly like-

brought into existence. De-

they will not only be unaware

ly that they will be carrying a

pending on what has occurred,

of how their inner world is af-

lot of 'baggage'. This 'baggage'

a large part of the population

fecting their outer world, they

won't just be stored in their

can end up being overwhelmed

will also lack self-knowledge.

unconscious mind; it will also

with fear and/or feel power-

It would be easy to judge them

feed into the collective uncon-

less, for instance.

but they will simply be a prod-

scious.

Perfectly Normal

uct of their environment.
The baggage that every other

Yet, as it will be something that

The Modern-Day World

human being carries in their

humanity hasn't consciously

During their time in the educa-

unconscious mind will also feed

brought into existence, this is

tion system, it is unlikely that

into this collective field. This is

to be expected. If there was a
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widespread understanding of

are just observers of their reali-

Conclusion

what was going on, it would be

ty and that what is going on 'out

With that said, it is vital for

clear that something could be

there' is not influenced by their

each individual on this planet

done about what was going on.

inner world has certainly held

to deal with their own baggage.

A large part of humanity

humanity back. It has robbed so

As each person cleans out their

wouldn't see themselves as

many people of their inherent

own unconscious mind, the

powerless victims that are at

power and created the need

collective unconscious will also

the whim of Mother Nature,

for someone or something 'out

change.

fate or something else entirely.

there' to save them.

The external world will end up

With this understanding, the

mirroring this change, which

understanding that they are

The answers to the challeng-

will lead to the creation of a

not merely observers of their

es that they face are then not

very different earth. At the

reality and are actively playing

within them, they are in the

same time, it is said that only a

a part in what is going on 'out

hands of a powerful person

small percentage of people need

there', they would know that

or even a being/s from anoth-

to change in order for massive

they can collectively, and indi-

er planet. This stops so many

change to occur, taking away

vidually, change the world.

people from playing their part,

the need for everyone to heal

ensuring that the world changes

their inner wounds.

The Key Points

very slowly.

The outlook that human beings

Source: https://bit.ly/3jQ4hn8
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Relationships

Are There Four People In
Every Relationship?
» Oliver JR Cooper

T

here are people out there

Unlike the other type of rela-

that are in an open re-

tionship, each person will only

A Very Different Dynamic

lationship and then there are

need to think about one other

Each person would have an at-

people out there that aren't.

person. If they were not in this

tachment to the other and they

When it comes to a relationship

type of relationship, they would

would both have an attachment

that is monogamous, it could be

both have far more people to

to other people. Due to what

said that there will only be two

think about.

is going on, a lot of their time

people involved.

could be spent on this area of
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Conversely, both of them might

may have to show up and there

deeper and to face pain that

not have a strong emotional

could be far more growth

they wouldn't have had to face.

connection to each other or to

involved than there would be

the other people in their life.

otherwise.

A Half-Truth

share their bodies with each

Undoubtedly, having an open

Now, while they will only be

other and others, not much else

relationship will bring challeng-

with one person, it doesn't

will be shared.

es but a lot of these challenges

mean that there will only be

are likely to be different to the

two of them in the relationship.

ones that arise in a monoga-

The reason for this is that they

mous relationship. One reason

are both going to have an inner

However, although each of

for this is that through forming

child.

their relationships won't have

a deeper connection with one

much depth, they are still going

person as opposed to a more

One's inner child, along with

to require a lot of their time

surface-level connection with

the other person's inner child,

and energy. As a result of this,

a number of people, different

is often going to have an impact

they could both get to the point

inner wounds are likely to come

on how they behave. Having

where they are no longer in-

to the surface.

this understanding will allow

Thus, while both of them will

On The Surface

terested in experiencing life in
this way and want more depth.

one to be more understanding

An Analogy

and for their partner to be the
same.

What started off as fun at the

One way of looking at the dif-

beginning could now be seen as

ference would be to compare

something that is tiresome. Af-

short distance running with

ter coming to this conclusion,

long-distance running. Being

As the relationship grows and

they may believe that it would

able to run for a short dis-

develops, inner wounds are go-

be better to just be with each

tance will take a certain type

ing to be triggered and this can

other or one other person.

of fitness, while being able to

cause both of them to behave

run for a long distance will take

in ways that are out of char-

another.

acter. During this time, their

A Different Experience

For Example

inner child will take over and
When it comes to this type of

In both cases, there will be

their adult self will go offline.

relationship, someone is only

challenges, but the latter will

going to have to be there for

take more strength and energy

If one has this understanding,

one other person. In this type

than the former. Ergo, to go

it will be a lot easier for them

of relationship, more of them

further will require one to dig

to understand what is going on
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when this does happen and to

take over is one part; the other

not take it personally. The same

part will be for them to take

will apply to one's partner when

responsibility for what happens.

ones inner child takes over.

Being aware of what is going
on and taking the steps to heal

The Alternative

what has been triggered will
allow them to resolve what is

If one doesn't have this under-

going on and for their relation-

standing, they can get caught

ship to progress.

up in what happens when their
partner's inner child takes over

If one, or their partner, doesn't

and this will make it hard for

have the awareness or take the

them differentiate their wound-

steps to resolve what has been

ed child self from their adult

triggered, it is going to be a lot

self. Further, it will be more

harder for the relationship to

difficult for them to empathise

progress. Over time, it could

with their partner and to be

cause their partner, or them, to

compassionate.

emotionally or physically leave
the relationship.

Ultimately, this part themselves
can simply take over, so it won't

Awareness

be as though their partner is
consciously choosing to behave

If one can relate to this and

in a way that is destructive or

they need additional support,

harmful, for instance. It will be

they may need to reach out

important for them to keep in

for external support. This is

mind that they themselves will

something that can be provided

also have moments like this and

by the assistance of a therapist

they are likely to appreciate

or healer.

having partner who can see
beyond what is going on.

The Other Element

Being aware that they have an
inner child that will sometimes

Source: https://bit.ly/3jOrSED
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To register please follow the link below:
https://bit.ly/3jwXDlE

To register please follow the link below:
https://bit.ly/31GoUfe
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